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Abstract
Low cost Radar Systems are difficult to realize due to their high peak power requirement.
High output power implies the need for unconventional and expensive power amplifiers such
as magnetrons and travelling wave tubes. Peak output power is reduced by increasing the
pulse width of the transmitted signal with minimum output power obtained from a
continuous waveform or infinite pulse width. However, the drawback to increasing the pulse
width is deterioration in resolution. This thesis uses pulse compression to achieve the
required resolution. It combines two compression schemes: phase modulation and frequency
modulation. Phase modulation is used to reject ambiguous targets while frequency
modulation is used to achieve the finest resolution. Convolution of the phase modulated and
frequency modulated waveforms yields a waveform which has the fine resolution property of
the frequency modulated signal and the ambiguous target rejection property of the phase
modulated signal. Target detection is done by correlation, and both types of pulse
compression schemes have an auto-correlation response which approximates a delta function.
Convolution is the only scheme which preserves the delta function auto-correlation response
of the resulting waveform upon combination of the frequency and phase modulated signals.
The Radar System demonstrated in this thesis also has a speed detection capability and this
can be used to separate moving targets from stationery ones. Measured target speed is
directly proportional to the frequency (Doppler) shift caused by moving targets and is
obtained in this thesis by observing the phase shift over successive echoes. Since serial
Doppler processing is done on correlated values, it has a higher CNR at the Doppler
frequency than parallel Doppler processing performed on the received signal.
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Chapter 1
Introduction to Low Cost Radar

1.1 Description of Thesis Objectives
Most existing radar systems are quite expensive due to their high transmitter power
requirement. Since transmission in pulsed radar only occurs for a small fraction of the PRI, a
high power level is required to achieve a reasonable maximum range. Regular power
amplifiers are insufficient to provide the required power levels, hence the need for TWTs and
Magnetrons which are quite costly. The solution to this problem is to increase system gain by
transmitting for 100% of the PRI or using a continuous waveform. In this way, the average
power (Pav) can be maintained by decreasing the peak power (Pt) and increasing the pulse
width (T) as derived from the equation 1.0.
p

-»=%,

0.0)

The purpose of this thesis is to design and test a waveform which requires low power, has
high resolution, rejects ambiguous targets and detects moving targets with a high carrier to
noise ratio. The proposed waveform and processing is implemented on sensor interfaces built
by D-TA Systems.
1.2 Waveform Design and Processing
Pulse compression is used to spread the transmitted energy and at the same time achieve
the same resolution as a narrow pulse. The most common pulse compression schemes are
phase-coded and frequency modulated waveforms. This thesis examines the said

compression schemes and proposes a waveform which has both phase coding and frequency
modulation properties. Range resolution is the minimum detectable separation between two
targets at the same bearing. Both frequency and phase modulated waveforms have finer range
resolution than pulsed waveforms for a particular bandwidth. However, the resolution of
phase modulated signals is limited by the IF bandwidth while the optimum achievable
resolution of a frequency modulated signal is limited by the sampling frequency. This implies
that FM signals can achieve much finer resolution than phase modulated signals. FM signals
are however, periodic meaning ambiguous targets are not rejected. Phase modulated signals
are derived from truncated random sequences with long periods. The implication is PM
signals can reject ambiguous targets by cross-correlation. The proposed combined scheme
possesses the fine resolution property of the FM signal and ambiguous target rejection
property of the PM signal. Target range is obtained by auto-correlation of the transmitted
signal and its echo. Correlation compresses the echo such that even signals below the noise
floor appear as a peak at the appropriate range bin.
1.3 Doppler Processing
For Doppler detection, typical radar systems detect the phase of the echo over successive
pulses and use a bank of filters (FFT) to detect the Doppler frequency of the target. For
echoes below the noise floor, a huge FFT length or number of filters is required to obtain the
Doppler frequency. Doppler detection which is done by processing the auto-correlation phase
is called serial Doppler processing because the range is first detected by auto-correlation
before Doppler is processed. This way the FFT length required to detect the Doppler
frequency is much smaller and hence a more efficient use of resources. The drawback to
2

system processing in this fashion is greater latency as range and Doppler processing are done
sequentially as opposed to systems which process in parallel. Parallel Doppler processing
refers to systems which detect the Doppler shift and range simultaneously. While parallel
processing might be faster than serial processing, the resulting carrier to noise ratio at the
Doppler frequency is often smaller than that obtained from a serial process. This is because
serial processes extract the signal from the noise before Doppler processing while parallel
processes do not.

1.4 Radar Channel
Accurate values of range for low angle targets are often difficult to determine for most
radars due to the presence of multipath. In maritime environments most of this error is
manifested in the elevation because the echo's image occurs only in elevation even though
residual cross-talk can cause manifestation of this error in the azimuth [1]. With knowledge
of the delay between the line of sight and multipath component, compression parameters can
be chosen such that the line of sight and multipath components are separated by correlation.
In this way the radar system acts as a Rake receiver without recombination as the radar
receiver is only interested in the path of minimum delay. Poor elevation accuracy is quite
detrimental to system performance because it limits the Radar's ability to implement
effective countermeasures to impending threats. For example missiles approaching a ship
travel at very high speed thus they should be detected with acceptable accuracy using the
fewest number of pulses. The radar system discussed in this paper is tailored to operate in the
presence of both land and sea clutter. Land clutter has a Doppler shift around zero while sea
3

clutter comprises of waves with a non-zero Doppler shift. Sea clutter has a Doppler spectrum
associated with it and its average Doppler shift is proportional to the wind velocity. Clutter
Doppler shift is however a lot smaller than that of expected targets hence seaxlutter can be
distinguished from targets as such. The bandwidth of the sea clutter spectrum is much larger
than that of land clutter and as a result some sea waves appear as targets. As a result, the
Doppler cut-off for radar operation in the presence of sea clutter is much larger than that of
land clutter.
Echoes at the receiver originating from a particular target are a result of line of sight and
surface reflection. The difference between the earliest and latest multipath components for a
particular environment is the delay spread. The deviation from the delay spread is often quite
large because the multipath delay at any particular time depends on the target height and
elevation. Lower elevation angles at any particular range have smaller multipath delays
compared to higher elevation angles as shown in equation 2.13. This makes their multipath
components more difficult to separate from their line of sight. Also the further the target, the
smaller the multipath delay for a particular elevation (see equation 2.13). Compressed pulses
with chip length much greater that the delay-spread encounter flat fading or constructive
multipath interference. The drawbacks to pulses with large chip lengths are poor resolution
and an inability to separate individual multipath components. Radar systems which utilize
compressed pulses designed to encounter flat fading are unable to accurately determine the
elevation angle due to the multipath effect on monopulse antennas [2]. This implies that a
system which can separate multipath from line of sight benefits from better range resolution
and elevation accuracy. Such systems should be designed to operate at the unambiguous
4

range for low angles of elevation and targets within the limits of operation will achieve
superior performance.
1.5 Thesis Overview
Chapter 1 provides a description of the Radar problem and an overview of the Design
methodology. Chapter 2 describes the Radar concepts utilized in the waveform design and
processing. Chapter 2 also provides a background on the system hardware required for
waveform implementation. Chapter 3 is a detailed examination of the Design process used to
generate the proposed phase-coded-linear-FM signal. Chapter 4 shows the simulated
performance of the proposed waveform under channel effects while Chapter 5 shows the
tested results. Finally, Chapter 6 provides a comparison of the expected, simulated and tested
results.
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Chapter 2
Radar Overview and System Hardware

2.1 Background on Radar Concepts
Radio Detection and Ranging (RADAR) is a system that determines the location of objects
by transmitting a signal and detecting its echo. A portion of the transmitted signal that
reaches the target is reflected in all directions and the radar antenna collects the returned
energy in its direction [2]. The distance from Radar to target (R) as shown in equation 2.1 is
determined by measuring the time between the transmitted signal and its echo reception (At).

R=

c

-Y

(2-D

Where c is the speed of light. Target azimuth is obtained by rotating the antenna about a
vertical axis while elevation is obtained by determining the angle of arrival from beam
processing. Moving targets apply a frequency shift (Doppler effect) to the transmitted signal
which is proportional to the relative velocity between the Radar and target. The receiver uses
these frequency shifts to distinguish moving targets from stationery ones. The maximum
expected (unambiguous) range determines the maximum pulse length or pulse repetition
interval (PRI). The maximum pulse rate is the inverse of the PRI and is called the pulse
repetition frequency (PRF). Echoes which take longer than the PRI to arrive represent
ambiguous targets and they cause faulty range measurements if they aren't rejected, because
the receiver doesn't know which transmitted pulse they correspond to. Unambiguous range is
given by equation 2.2.
6

RuNAMBIG = 2^pRp

(2-2)

Pulse compression utilizes frequency or phase modulation for compression of the transmitted
signal. Longer pulses have higher energy and compression ensures that range resolution is
not affected. Range resolution is given by equation 2.1, where At is the pulse width for
rectangular pulses and the chip width in the case of phase modulated pulses. The maximum
range is determined by the minimum signal the receiver can detect and is given by equation
2.3.
n4

__

max

— (Ajr^p
v*n) ^rjnin

n

PtGtGraX

,ry ^v

\A-J)

Pt is peak transmitter power, Gtand Gr are peak transmitter and receiver gain respectively, a
is the target cross-sectional area, X is the signal wavelength and Prmin is the minimum
received power. Rmax is limited by the minimum received power and could represent both
ambiguous and unambiguous targets; processing is required to distinguish one from the
other.
For a generalized receiver chain shown in figure 2.1 below, the signal envelope at the
output of the matched filter with exclusively noise at its input has a Rayleigh probability
distribution function provided that the channel is corrupted by Additive White Gaussian
Noise. The Rayleigh PDF with variance of (T/J0) is shown in equation 2.4 below.
p(R) = ^exp(-R2/2ifj0)

(2.4)

The probability that a false alarm occurs becomes the probability that the noise voltage
envelope exceeds a particular threshold (VT) and is given by equation 2.5.

Pfa = QpWdR = e ( - ^ o )

(2.5)

If the signal at the receiver input consists of a sinusoid with amplitude A and noise, the
envelope at the output of the band-pass filter has a Rician probability distribution function
shown in equation 2.6.
p(7?) = ^ e x p ( - ( / ? 2 + A2)/2XJJ0)

* I0(RA/xl>0)

(2.6)

Where I0 is the modified Bessel function of zero order.
The Probability that a target is detected is the probability that the signal plus noise envelope
exceeds a given threshold as shown in equation 2.7.
n _ ! Hi

~„c(VT-A\\

f

„ /

(.VT-A)2/2il>oW \

Pd - - [1 - erf ^ J j + [exp ( " 2^A/^r0)\

(VT

[l " fc +

1+{VT-AY/I/>QM
(8A2)/l/,0

JJ

(2-7>

Substituting equation 2.5 and -j= = V2SNR into the expression for probability of detection
(2.7) yields the curves shown in figure 2.2. Figure 2.2 shows the variation of signal to noise
ratio (SNR) with probability of detection (Pd) for various values of probability of false alarm
(Pfa)- Pfa a n d Pd are processing parameters which are usually initially known andfigure2.2
can be used to determine the required SNR for a single pulse return. Multiple pulse returns
can be used to improve the resulting SNR by pulse integration. If the target cross-section is
large compared to the beam-width, the number of pulses returned from a target during a
single scan is given by equation 2.8.

nB =

°-j±

(2.8)

Where 9B is the antenna beam-width in degrees, fP the PRF and 9S the antenna scan rate in
deg/s.

RF IN
Detector

Matched
Filter

Figure 2.1: Generalized Receiver Chain
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Figure 2.2: Change in SNR with probability of Detection for various probabilities of false
alarm [4]
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The filter in figure 2.1 is matched to the transmitted signal hence yielding an optimum signal
to noise ratio at its output. The detector at the filter output uses a pre-determined SNR
threshold based on the Pd and Pfa to indicate the-presence of a target. Pre-detection
integration and post-detection integration sum up the SNRs at the input and output of the
detector respectively. For pre-detection integration: SNR± = nSNRn, where SNRn is the
SNR of a single pulse while SNR± is the total SNR of the integrated pulses [5]. For postdetection integration:
SNRi = nEi(n)SNRn, where £j(n) is the integration efficiency. Et(ri) depends on the type
of detector used and is usually experimentally determined. Equation 2.3 can be expressed in
terms of SNR± by replacing the minimum received power with equation 2.9.
Prmin = kT0BnFnSNRn

(2.9)

Where Fn is the noise factor, k is Boltzmann's constant, T0 is room temperature and Bn the
noise bandwidth. Substituting equation 2.9 in 2.3 and replacing SNRn with — p r yields
equation 2.10.
n4

_

PtG2A2<™Ej(n)

.

VAV>

"max ~ ^nykToBnFnSNRl

Target cross-sections are classified into five Swerling categories according to their
probability distribution function (pdf) and their pulse to pulse cross-section variation. The
pdf for Swerling I and II is given in equation 2.11 and is shown in figure 2.3 for an average
cross-section of 2m 2 .

10

PO) = -r-exp {-a/oave).

(2.11)

°ave

For Swerling I, the cross-section is constant throughout the scan but independent from scan
to scan while Swerling II has an independent cross-section from pulse to pulse. The pdf for
Swerling III and IV is shown in equation 2.12 below and is also shown in figure 2.3 for an
average cross-section of 4m 2 .
4<T

PO) = — exp

(-2a/aave)

(2.12)

°ave

Again, for Swerling III, the cross-section is constant throughout the scan but independent
from scan to scan while Swerling IV has an independent cross-section from pulse to pulse
[4]. Due to target fluctuation, additional SNR to that required for a non-fluctuating target is
required to achieve a specified probability of detection. Figure 2.4 shows the variation in
additional SNR with probability of detection for all four Swerling cases.

E

Swerling I and II

Swerling III and IV

Cross-Section Area (sq-metres)

Cross-Section Area (sq-metres)

5000

0

2

4

Figure 2.3: Probability distribution function for Swerling targets
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2.2 Background on System Hardware
The hardware used to implement the Radar system in this thesis is designed by D-TA
Systems and it is comprised of two software radio systems and a computer. The first software
radio labeled D-TA 2300 receives a waveform in the form of packets from the computer and
converts it to an analog signal. It also digitizes analog signals and groups them into packets
in accordance with a user-specified packet size. Its DAC frequency is tunable; the maximum
DAC frequency with interpolation is 500 MHz and 130 MHz without. This puts a 62.5 MHz
limit on the signal bandwidth and 250 MHz limit on the center frequency. The maximum
ADC sampling frequency is 130 MHz and this places a 62.5MHz bandwidth restriction on
the input signal. Figures 2.5 and 2.6 show block diagrams for the D-TA 2300 and D-TA 3290
12

respectively. The D-TA 2300 stores data from the PC in a buffer (FIFO) for DAC sampling.
The DAC chip possesses a programmable interpolator and an NCO for up-conversion. The
maximum NCO frequency is half the DAC chip sampling frequency after interpolation. DAC
chip sampling is obtained from the Phase Locked Loop shown in figure 2.5. The PLL
operates off a lOOMHz TCXO reference input and a VCO with range of 375MHz to 415MHz
at its output. During transceiver operation, when both the ADC and DAC are in operation,
their sampling clock is obtained from the same VCO. This implies that even though they may
have different divider ratios, their base factor is always the same. Antenna sizes are inversely
proportional to the carrier frequency implying the higher the carrier frequency, the smaller
the antenna. To obtain a carrier frequency which yields a reasonable antenna size, a carrier
frequency of at least 1GHz is required and to achieve this carrier, an RF system is needed.
The D-TA 3290 accepts an input signal centered at 70MHz with a 40MHz bandwidth and upconverts it to any frequency in the 0 to 6GHz range. It also accepts an RF input in the 0 to
6GHz range and down-converts to 70MHz with 40MHz of bandwidth. The input and output
IF filters are both centered at 70MHz with 40MHz of bandwidth. The D-TA 3290 utilizes 4
synthesizers in different combinations for up-conversion and down-conversion as depicted in
the UCON and DCON circuitry respectively to achieve the required RF range. Both the
UCON and DCON generate their respective outputs depending on the user-specified
(programmable) RF and IF output frequencies. The filter bank at the mixer output for DCON
and input for UCON consist of filters which select different frequency bands in the 0-6 GHz
range. Switches are placed at their inputs and outputs to select the appropriate frequency
band. A power amplifier is the final link in the up-converter chain. The down-converter has 4
13

Low Noise Amplifiers which cover the 0-6 GHz band and a switch is used to select the
appropriate low noise amplifier.

D A C \

T

From PC

DAC Chip

TCXO
lOOMHz

N_DAC

PLL
Chip

N ADC
375MHz-415MHz

ADC

K-

From D-TA
3290

To PC

Figure 2.5: Block Diagram for D-TA 2300
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RF_IN

<~
70MHz
c e n t e r with
40MHz
bandwidth

LNAs

Filter B a n k

Figure 2.6: Block Diagram for D-TA 3290 (RF Up-converter)

2.3 Specifications
RGET

R=10km
(ht) 2 7 0 m

270m

IMAGE

Figure 2.7: Radar Geometry

Figure 2.7 shows the line of sight and multipath echoes of a radar antenna with 30m of height
(hr) transmitting to a target 10km away at a height of 270m (ht). The multipath delay is
15

derived from the geometry of figure 2.7. The delay is inversely proportional to range and
directly proportional to target height. This implies that the minimum delay is obtained at the
maximum range and smallest elevation. The range (R) defines the line of sight echo while Rl
and R2 define the interfering echo. With known values of range, elevation, Rl and R2 as
depicted in figure 2.7, the expression for multipath delay can be derived as shown below.

R2 + R3 = R1 + R2= V(^t + K)2 + R2- (ht - hrY = JR2 + 4hthr
ALT1=—,AT2 =

iR+Rl R2)

c

HA 1*.-

+u J i

c

*

r \

A ^

Arr

R!+R2-R

Multipath delayir) = AT2 - A7\ = ——-— =

jR2+4hthr-R

L z

-—=

fl(l+-^J1)0"5-K
fi

r

= 5.4ns

Using binomial expansion for 4hthr « R2

c

v

R*c

f

By setting the target range in figure 2.7 to equal the unambiguous range,
PRI = 25 = 2 * -i2L = 6.67 * 10" 5 s = > PRF = 15kHz.
C

3*10 8

The DTA-2300 has a maximum packet size of 4096 samples for the ADC. This implies that
the maximum PRI length that can be contained in a single packet is 65.536us, or a minimum
PRF of 15.26kHz. The corresponding unambiguous range is 9.8304km. The maximum range
for a single pulse is limited by the D-TA 3290 parameters and is calculated with equation
2.10.
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Where Pt = WW, G = 20dB, X = 0.15m, a = lm 2 , kT0 = -174dBm/Hz,

Number of

pulses - n = 1, Integration Efficiency - E^ri) = 1, Noise Bandwidth - Bn = 40M//z, Noise
Factor - Fn = 10, Single pulse SNR - (£) = 6.02dfi. Substituting the above D-TA 3290
specifications into the range equation yields a maximum range of 649.54m. The above
equation however, ignores the compression gain (Gc). Including the compression gain in the
range equation (2.10) yields the following result in equation 2.14.
R'max =

P

^

A W

' %

(2.14)

Gc in a phase-coded compression scheme is a function of unambiguous range.
Gr = - = 2*™*"»fr

(2.15)

Where Tc is the chip width and RUnambig

=

9.8304/cm from ADC packet size limitations.

Substituting for Gc in the range equation yields equation 2.16.

The optimum Tc occurs when the signal bandwidth equals the noise bandwidth. To achieve
2

this, Tcopt = — ==

2

— 50ns. Tc is also limited by the baseband sampling rate (Fs) which

is 62.5MHz in this case. Since Tc must be a factor of 1/Fs, The closest Tc to the optimum is
64ns. Substituting the maximum achievable chip length in addition to the other system
parameters into the range equation yields a new maximum range of 3.69km. To achieve the
required unambiguous range, either pulse integration or an increase of transmitted power is
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required. To ensure low power utilization, pulse integration is utilized and at least 80 pulses
are required to achieve the unambiguous range.
2.4 Chapter Summary
This Chapter shows the derivation of the Radar equation. Based on the Radar equation,
curves are derived which show the relationship between the SNR, probability of false alarm
and probability of detection. It also shows the probability distribution for classification of
Swerling targets. This chapter then provides an overview of the hardware used to implement
the waveform testing. Finally, starting parameters for the waveform design are obtained from
given specifications and hardware constraints.
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Chapter 3
Waveform Design

3.1 Phase-Coded Pulse Compression
This thesis is based on the implementation of a system with low peak output power (tens of
Watts) which achieves comparable maximum range to systems with kilo-Watts of power.
Systems with long pulse widths require less transmitter power but suffer from poor range
resolution if pulse compression is not utilized. This implies that a transmitted signal with
pulse width equal to the PRI can be optimized for minimal output power provided an
optimum pulse compression scheme is chosen. An optimum compression scheme implies
maximum gain, minimum side lobes and optimum resolution. The two most common
compression schemes are phase coded waveforms and frequency modulated waveforms.
Phase coded waveforms consist of a group of chips/bits where the chip duration is the
inverse of the IF bandwidth. Multiplying the chip sequence by the carrier waveform either
maintains the phase of the carrier pulses per bit duration or flips the phase by 180 degrees.
The received signal delay is obtained by varying the transmitted signal delay, and at each
delay the received sequence is multiplied and added with its corresponding transmitted
sequence. This process is called auto-correlation. Cross-correlation is realized when the
received signal is multiplied and added to a different transmitted sequence. Maximal-length
sequences (MLS) have a correlation peak value equal to the number of chips and a value of
-1 at every other delay. These sequences are derived from primitive polynomials and have
19

randomness characteristics similar to those ascribed to truly random sequences. Any
polynomial can be implemented in hardware with shift registers and an X-OR gate. The
number of shift register stages (n) determine the length of the sequence and highest degree of
the polynomial while the inputs to each X-OR gate determine the type of polynomial. If the
generated polynomial is primitive, a maximal-length sequence is obtained with a length of
N = 2n — 1 before repetition. Given n shift register stages, the total number of maximal
length sequences is given by equation 3.0.

Af = Jn(l-^)
rl

(3-0)

Pi

Where pt represents the prime factors of N [20]. Since a maximal length sequence is
repetitive after N chips, PRIs with pulse widths equal to NTchip achieve pulse compression
but still suffer from range ambiguity. Range ambiguity can be resolved by transmitting a
different sequence every PRI. In this way, unambiguous targets are processed using the autocorrelation function while ambiguous targets are processed using cross-correlation. A
transmission scheme implemented in this manner with a different MLS per PRI is hardware
intensive because M primitive polynomials for a specific number of shift registers (n) have to
be found and a different polynomial implemented per PRI. An alternative to this is using
truncated portions of a single MLS for each PRI with the drawback being higher side-lobe
levels for certain sequences as shown in figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: Auto-Correlation of MLS with n=20 and N = 1,048,575 truncated to 640bits per
PRI

3.2 Frequency Modulation Compression
Frequency modulation is another form of pulse compression and it operates by changing the
carrier frequency over a specified bandwidth and time. Frequency modulated signals are of
the form: y(t) = A sin(2nfct

+ 0(t)), where 9{t) varies according to the type of

modulation. Since the desired waveform property as a result of frequency modulation is high
resolution; the best type of frequency modulation to use is linear FM because its autocorrelation response has the narrowest main lobe. For a linear FM signal,

9(t) = /?t2

where /? is the frequency slope. The difference-frequency resulting from the product of the
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sent and received signals has a constant frequency offset (Af) which depends on the target
range [7]. If Af is known, target delay (Tr) can be obtained from equation 3.1.

?V = £ " = T

"

(3-D

Where T is the chirp period, AF is the difference between the maximum and minimum
frequency, R the range and c the speed of light. This implies that theoretically, frequency
modulated waveforms can have no resolution limit. However, in digital systems, the smallest
observable delay and hence resolution limit is the inverse sampling frequency. For digital
reception and processing, range and Doppler from linear FM pulses can be obtained by
correlation and filtering respectively in that order. The processing is identical to that for
phase-coded waveforms except that phase-codes use linear correlation while linear FM uses
circular correlation. Analytical derivation of the linear FM auto-correlation function is shown
below.
ychirp = e^ w n + ^ n \ w is the starting angular frequency, /? the angular frequency slope and n
the discrete time.
Ac(n) = £/c=-oo e^wk+^k^e^k+n^+^k+n)2\

where Ac(n) represents circular auto-

correlation. From Z transform properties,
If/i(n) = eJ( wn+ ^ n2 )

ThenAF(0 = H(0-(H(Oy
Where AF(f) = F{Ac(n)} & / / ( / ) = F{h(n)}
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7T/2

I

/ / ( / ) = |^~- e JP from Fourier transform properties implying

AF(f)=

—e

JP

*

—e

JP

=-

=> Ac(xO = F-HAptf)} = J*(n).

(3.2)

Note that the above Fourier transforms are valid for an infinite time domain signal. From the
above derivation, it can be observed that the auto-correlation of an infinite time and
continuous linear chirp yields a delta function scaled by a constant. For practical purposes, an
infinite time domain signal is unachievable and as a result, the auto-correlation deviates from
the ideal delta function by introducing side-lobes and degrading peak resolution. The non
idealities can be observed in figure 3.2 which is the auto-correlation response of a linear
chirp ranging from 0 to 15.625MHz with a 62.5MHz sampling frequency (16ns sampling
period). Based on the range and sampling frequency, /? = 2 * pi *
S.998E12rad

'•

—=

-,N = 1023. 1023 values of h(n) are obtained from 0s-1023*1.6E-8s. The auto-

correlation shown in figure 3.2 is obtained by finding the Fourier transform of h(n),
multiplying by its conjugate and taking the inverse Fourier transform.
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0
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Delay (x1.6e-8s)

Figure 3.2: Auto-Correlation of linear-FM chirp

It can also be observed from the auto-correlation function derivation that the starting
frequency for the chirp given by 'w' does not affect the auto-correlation response hence the
transmitted signal can be simplified to h(n) = e ^ n ' .

3.3 Phase-Coded-Linear-FM
Linear FM pulses have superior resolution over phase-coded compression because the chip
width limitation of the phase coded waveform is IF bandwidth whereas a frequency
modulated waveform can change at the sampling frequency. Since the processing of both
24

linear FM and phase-coded waveforms is similar, a compression scheme can be designed
which exploits the advantages of both waveforms. Convolving a triangular FM pulse with a
random pulse train yields such a compression scheme. Convolution ensures that the delta
function auto-correlation responses of both the phase-codes and linear chirps are maintained
in the combined waveform. The random pulse train ensures that returns outside the
transmitted pulse train are cross-correlated and this brings about rejection of ambiguous
targets. The derived waveform benefits from improved resolution as target resolution is
determined by the triangular FM pulse. It also benefits from a lack of range ambiguity as a
result of phase coding because random pulse correlation ensures that second time around
(and higher) targets are rejected. In order to reject ambiguous targets, echo processing should
be a cross-correlation as opposed to auto-correlation for unambiguous targets. Since the
linear FM signal is repetitive every PRI, its cross-correlation is equivalent to its autocorrelation. Phase codes on the other hand have separate auto-correlation and crosscorrelation properties. The combination of phase codes and linear FM properties in a single
waveform should be done in such a way that the delta function auto-correlation property is
preserved. Preservation of the delta function auto-correlation property is done by convolution
of a phase-coded waveform with a linear FM waveform and analytical proof is shown below.
h(n) = e^ n 2 )® e i(0( n ))

= > AP(f) = F{e^ n 2 )®eK* ( n ) )} * F{e~^n2>>®e<e^}
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=- *N

A convolution in time domain is equivalent to a multiplication in the frequency domain thus
the above expression reduces to the multiplication of the Fourier transform of each of the
individual componentSr The linear FM products reduce to - while the phase coded products
reduce to the number of chips (N).
=>Ac(n)=^*N*S(ri)

(2.3)

From the auto-correlation expression above, we can notice that the correlation gain of the
chirp has been multiplied by the correlation gain of the phase coded waveform. Figure 3.3
shows the auto-correlation response of the convolution of the linear FM waveform with a
1023 chip maximal length sequence. Since the phase modulated signal is a MLS, the
convolved waveform shown in figure 3.3 is a approximately equivalent to the product of the
response shown in figure 3.2 and a discrete ideal delta function. The correlation gain can be
observed to be 1.046E6 as determined by the product of the chirp gain (1023) and the
number of MLS chips (1023). In reality, the extra factor of N in the correlation gain of the
phase-coded-linear-FM signal is not achievable for a fixed output power level because the
power of the convolved waveform is the sum of the chirp power and phase coded waveform
power in dB. The auto-correlation expression above also shows us that the applying a phase
coded waveform to the chirp does not affect its correlation response thus the radar system
can benefit from the high resolution of a chirp compared to a phase-coded waveform for a
fixed bandwidth. The cross correlation derivation of the phase-coded-linear-FM waveform is
shown below.
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Xc(n) = (e j ^ n2 )®eJ( 0 ( n )))(g)(e-K^" 2 )®e- j ( a(n) )). From the associative convolution
property, this can be rearranged to:

= > Xc(n) = 2(eJ(»Cn))0e-j(a(n)))

(3.4)

Where a(ri) and 9(ri) are two different PN sequences. Optimally, the cross-correlation
should be 0 but PN sequences have poor cross-correlation properties with cross-correlation
values of up to 0.35*N for certain sequences [8]. Due to the relatively small number of
maximal length sequences for a given N, partial sequences have to be used for correlation.

Delay (x1 6e-8s)

Figure 3.3: Auto-Correlation of convolved phase modulated and linear-FM signal
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The drawback to using partial length sequences (PLS) is their auto-correlation response
approximates the delta function. The auto-correlation gain of a PLS is equal to the length of
the sequence as in a MLS but the PLS. contains side-lobes as opposed to no side-lobes from a
1

1

MLS L[91.
Given the following
base-bandwidth restriction:/? = — = — =
J
&
Tc

4TS

1

=

4*1.6E-8

15.625M//Z, and PRI restriction of 65.55us, the chirp gain (B*PRI) is 1024 and the number
of phase-code chips is 1024. Figure 3.4 shows the cross-correlation or second time around
target rejection over multiple partial sequences of the transmitted waveform. The transmitted
waveform is obtained by the circular convolution of a chirp with bandwidth-time product of
1024 and a truncated PN sequence consisting of 1024 chips from a 20-bit LFSR. It can be
observed that the attenuation factor ranges from 0 to 0.25 with an average of 0.15.

Figure 3.4: Normalized peak cross-correlation value over successive pulses
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3.4 Chapter Summary
This chapter examines the properties of both phase and frequency modulated waveforms and
derives their individual auto-correlation responses. It then uses their individual-correlation
responses to derive the auto-correlation response of the phase-coded-linear-FM signal.
Finally, this chapter looks at the cross-correlation properties of the phase-coded-linear-FM
signal.
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Chapter 4
Radar Simulation in Matlab

4.1 Transmitter
This chapter generates and simulates a model in Simulink to verify the ability of the
proposed waveform to reject noise and jamming, accurately detect targets in the presence of
multipath, and detect range and Doppler in the presence of noise.
As derived from the radar specifications, a chip rate (inverse of chip length - Tc) of
15.625MHz at a 62.5MHz sampling rate is required to achieve maximum compression gain.
The PRI is determined in the specifications to be 65.536us. The phase-coded-linear-FM
cAt

waveform also compresses the pulse to achieve finer resolution given by R = — =
0 1 7 0 ^ 1 tip

:

O

= 2.4m, where At is the inverse of the sampling frequency. Figure 4.1 shows the

Simulink block diagram used to implement the phase-coded-linear-FM waveform. The
phase-codes or chips are obtained from a 20 bit LFSR and converted to a bipolar from a
PRI

unipolar format. The number of chips per PRI is obtained as follows: N = — = 1 0 2 4 .
These chips are convolved with a triangular FM pulse ranging from DC to 15.625MHz and
lasting 65.536us. Note that the FM compression gain given by its bandwidth-time product is
equal to the number of phase coding chips. Figures 4.2 and 4.3 show the spectra of both chirp
and phase modulated waveforms respectively; the product of one spectrum with the
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conjugate of the other yields the spectrum of the phase-coded-linear-FM waveform in figure
4.4.
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Figure 4.1: Block Diagram for the transmitter
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The spectrum shown in figure 4.2 is that of a triangular FM signal and it is different from the
spectrum of a linear FM signal which is approximately flat. The equal but opposite frequency
slopes of the triangular FM signal cause the resulting null at DC. The phase modulated signal
is pseudo-random noise hence its approximately flat spectrum as shown in figure 4.3.
4.2 Channel
The channel effects considered in this model are multipath, noise, target cross-section and
Doppler shift. As shown in the Specification section, multipath delay depends on the range
and elevation of a particular target. Individual multipath components cannot be separated
unless the multipath delay is greater than the time equivalent of the target resolution as
determined by the transmitted waveform. In this case, target resolution is determined by the
inverse of the sampling frequency - 16ns. For range measurements, the ability of the receiver
to separate multipath components does not affect range accuracy as long as the path with
minimum delay is chosen. As a result degradation in accuracy due to multipath only occurs
when determining target elevation. Multipath is modeled by adding a delayed version of the
transmitted signal to the transmitted signal. Since the LOS and delayed paths are different,
their respective free space losses and antenna gains are computed before addition. Additive
White Gaussian noise is generated by an existing Simulink block and added to the
transmitted signal with a signal to noise ratio at the receiver of lOdB including processing
gain and -20dB without processing gain. Free space path loss is computed by the expression
in equation 4.0.
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A2

I = 7( 4 T7T )^R"
2

(4-0)

4

Implying an amplitude attenuation of VT. Target Doppler is modeled by applying a
frequency shift to the carrier given by equation 4.1

(4-D

fd=f

Where v is target velocity, fc is the carrier frequency and c the speed of light. The target
constitutes part of the channel and is implemented as a delay in echo reception. Moving
targets have variable delays in accordance to their velocities. Clutter also constitutes part of
the radar channel and it comprises of stationery and sea clutter. Stationery clutter results from
non-moving targets; as a result their echoes have low Doppler shifts though not quite zero as
a result of antenna rotation. The sea comprises of waves which are due to the earth's rotation
and wind velocity, as a result echoes returning from sea waves have a non-zero Doppler shift.
Empirical data suggests that the clutter spectrum has a Gaussian shape with an additional
peak at the edge of the spectrum due to the main beam of the antenna [10]. Only the main
beam clutter frequency as determined by the sea state and wind velocity is implemented in
this model. The virtual sea clutter velocity at the peak of the clutter spectrum for X and C
band radar looking upwind at low grazing angles can be estimated by equation 4.2.
Vvir « 0.25 + 0.13U

(4.2)

Where U is the wind speed [11]. Wind speeds vary from Om/s for calm seas to 36.9m/s for
hurricanes [12]. This implies that virtual clutter velocities range from approximately 0.25m/s
to 5.047m/s under various sea conditions. The resulting Doppler frequencies are 3.3Hz to
67.3Hz at a carrier frequency of 4GHz. The Simulink Channel model is shown in figure 4.5.
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Clutter returns (as shown in figure 4.5 as delays 15-18) are positioned before the target range
bin (delay 21 in figure 4.5) to ensure the receiver's ability to detect a target in the presence of
clutter. The delay number represents the distance from the target to the Radar. The magnitude
of the auto-correlation response depends on the target cross-section and the transmitted
phase-code sequence. Clutter positioning in figure 4.5 can also be used to verify the
receiver's ability to distinguish the target from delayed (multipath) components of the
transmitted signal. More multipath components can be used in figure 4.5 but the purpose of
this test is to verify the receiver's ability to distinguish components separated by more than
one delay unit.
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Figure 4.5: Block Diagram for Radar Channel

4.3 Receiver Processing
The receiver is implemented by buffering the received bits per PRI and correlating the entire
PRI with the transmitted sequence. The correlation processing gain (pulse width/chip length)
35

CD
Out1

due to the phase coded effect of the waveform is lOlog (N) = lOlog (1024) = 30.1dB since
1024 chips are sent per pulse [13]. The correlation processing gain due to the frequency
modulation property of the waveform is the bandwidth-time product: lOlog (BT) = lOlog
(15.625M*65.536u) = 30.1dB. The total processing gain is the sum in dB of the individual
processing gain yielding a total gain of 60.2dB used to improve the receiver SNR hence the
probability of detection. Since the transmitted waveform is continuous, each received PRI
contains both the current and previous transmitted sequence. As a result, correlation is
implemented by taking the FFT of the received sequence and the last two transmitted
sequences. The received PRI spectrum is multiplied by the complex conjugate of the
transmitted sequence spectrum before taking an inverse FFT to yield the time domain autocorrelation response. It is advantageous to use FFTs for correlation of long sequences
because the processing time is 3N * logN + N compared to N2for a traditional correlation
algorithm where N is the number of samples per PRI [14]. The receiver block diagram in
figure 4.6 shows the correlation processing. Depending on the target cross-section, the autocorrelation value for the target range bin varies. Figure 4.7 shows the auto-correlation
response for the Swerling III and IV pdf while figure 4.8 shows the auto-correlation response
for the Swerling I and II pdf. The target range bin is the second peak in both figures 4.7 and
4.8 which appears at 32.94us. Due to the nature of the Swerling I and II pdf, the cross-section
returns are much higher compared to Swerling III and IV as can be observed from target
auto-correlation values shown in figure 4.7 and 4.8. The receiver can also distinguish returns
separated by at least 16ns as shown in figure 4.7 and 4.8 thus verifying the receiver's ability
to distinguish LOS from multipath components. Also, since the delay between the clutter and
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target peaks as shown in figure 4.8 and 4.9 is 48ns. The waveform range resolution is also
verified for targets separated by 3 range resolution bins. The maximum peak corresponds to a
clutter return with a virtual Doppler frequency of 67Hz while the second most prominent
peak corresponds to a target moving a velocity of 300m/s.
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Figure 4.6: Block Diagram for Receiver Correlation Processing
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Figure 4.7: Simulated Auto-Correlation Response for a Swerling III or IV target
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The Doppler frequency is obtained by computing the FFT of the complex auto-correlation
result over successive pulses. Computing the Doppler shift in this way is called Serial
Doppler processing. Since the waveform is a Spread Spectrum, the carrier is masked thus
correlation should be used to extract the return from the noise floor before processing. Figure
4.9 shows the spectrum of auto-correlation values sampled at the PRF for the target range bin
obtained from figure 4.8. The auto-correlation values are stored over 256 pulses for a target
moving at 300m/s and a signal with carrier frequency of 4GHz. The required Doppler
frequency given the above specifications is 4kHz (from fd = —-£ and the frequency which
provides the peak magnitude obtained from a 256 point FFT is observed from figure 4.9 to
4.12 to coincide with this value. Figure 4.9 shows the Doppler frequency at the target range
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bin for a Swerling I target. Frequency shifts due to the target and clutter are observable at this
range bin because the target cross-section is much smaller than the clutter cross-section. For
a Swerling II target, the target Doppler shift is again observed at the expected frequency (as
shown in figure 4.11) although, the carrier to noise ratio is less than that for Swerling I
targets because of the pulse to pulse variation in cross-section. Swerling III has a high carrier
to noise ratio (as shown in figure 4.10) like Swerling I but without the clutter Doppler shift
because the Swerling III cross-section is much higher that the clutter cross-section. The
carrier to noise ratio for a Swerling IV target is smaller than that of Swerling III as observed
in figure 4.12 due to pulse to pulse cross-section variation. Its carrier to noise ratio is also
greater than that of Swerling II due to its higher cross-section return and no dominant peak is
observed at the clutter Doppler frequency for the same reason. The Doppler frequency at the
clutter range bin is shown in figure 4.13 and it shows a peak frequency at 67Hz. The received
clutter has a high carrier to noise ratio as clutter is simulated with a non-fluctuating crosssection.
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Figure 4.12: Doppler Spectrum for Swerling IV target
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^lQl2d

Virtual clutter velocities as obtained from equation 4.2 range from approximately 0.25m/s to
5.047m/s under various sea conditions with resulting Doppler frequencies of 3.3Hz to 67.3Hz
at a carrier frequency of 4GHz. Figure 4.13 shows the spectrum of auto-correlation values
sampled at the PRF for the clutter range bin obtained from figure 4.8. The clutter Doppler is
67.47Hz as obtained from the sea state and figure 4.13 shows a peak power at this value. The
Doppler frequency is computed by taking a 256 point FFT at each range bin and the Doppler
shift is the frequency with the highest carrier to noise ratio.
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Figure 4.13: Doppler Spectrum obtained from 1024 point FFT at clutter range bin

Processing auto-correlation values to obtain the Doppler frequency improves the signal to
noise ratio of the Doppler spectrum as we are processing on signals which have been
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extracted from noise. From auto-correlation values, range bins with targets or clutter are
known and are used to select relevant Doppler information. Clutter can thus be rejected by
setting a threshold for the minimum Doppler frequency expected and eliminating all range
correlations returns below this threshold.
4.4 Simulated Serial Vs Parallel Processing
The determining factors for a choice between serial and parallel Doppler processing are
Doppler SNR and processing speed. Parallel Radar processing implies the range and Doppler
processing are done simultaneously while serial Radar processing implies range and Doppler
information are extracted sequentially. Range information is obtained by correlation thus in a
serial Radar process, the echo is correlated before being processed for Doppler information.
Parallel Doppler processing is easily implemented in Radar Systems with waveforms which
are repetitive per PRI. For such Radar Systems, the phase of the echo at each range bin is
exclusively dependent on the target Doppler shift. Other Radar Systems like the one
introduced in this thesis transmit different waveforms per PRI and as a result, the change in
phase at each range bin is as a result of both the target Doppler shift and transmitted
waveform properties. The detection of Doppler shift for such a system requires the removal
of the random waveform effect before Doppler processing is carried out. The waveform
proposed in this research has both frequency and phase modulated properties. The frequency
modulated property is periodic and can be viewed over successive pulses without corrupting
Doppler information. The phase modulated property, however, changes with each PRI
implying the random nature of the phase codes has to be removed such that the target
Doppler shift can be extracted. Correlation is one method of removing the random nature of
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the echoes as the auto-correlation output is consistent at the target range bin regardless of the
transmitted phase code. Other random cancellation schemes require the detection of the
presence of a signal and the required detection scheme should take considerably less time
than it takes to correlate a signal otherwise parallel processing becomes counter-productive.
Another method of removing the random nature of successive pulses is realized by taking the
product of the transmitted and received waveforms at the appropriate delay (range bin). This
research does not examine signal detection schemes required for parallel processing. It
assumes that the radar system is able to implement signal detection with almost no delay and
it examines the difference in carrier to noise ratio at the Doppler frequency between parallel
and serial Radar processes. The time required for processing of a fast FFT is given by
NlogN, where N is the length of the FFT. Ignoring time required for multiplication,
correlation requires a processing time of 3NlogN as the FFT of the transmitted and received
sequences are computed as well as the inverse FFT of the complex product of said sequences.
To maintain the same amount of processing time between the parallel and serial processes,
the Doppler FFT length of the parallel process is chosen to be AN while the Doppler FFT
length of the serial process is N where N = 4096. Figure 4.14 and 4.15 show the carrier to
noise ratio at a known target delay and Doppler frequency of 100Hz for serial and parallel
Radar systems respectively. The simulated target is also non-fluctuating.
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It can be observed from figure 4.14 that the Carrier to Noise ratio at the Doppler frequency is
about 55dB for the serial process while the parallel process in figure 4.15 shows a Carrier to
Noise ratio of about 28dB. The simulated improvement factor for the serial Vs parallel
process for the same processing time is 27dB.

4.5 Chapter Summary
This chapter verifies the ability of the waveform and receiver processing to detect the
presence of a target in the presence of AWGN, clutter, multipath and target cross-section
through Matlab/Simulink simulations. This chapter also verifies waveform range resolution
by observing the delay between successive auto-correlation peaks. Finally, both serial and
parallel Doppler processing is simulated in this Chapter and serial processing is observed to
have about 27dB improvement in CNR over parallel processing.
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Chapter 5
Implementation and Testing

5.1 Real Time Processing
Tests carried out in this thesis are done to verify the improvement in the power requirement
for systems that utilize pulse compression over systems that do not. The tests also verify
target range resolution improvement of the proposed phase-coded-linear-FM waveform over
phase-coded and linear-FM waveforms. Finally, the tests verify moving target detection from
Doppler information and the improvement in CNR of a serial over a parallel Doppler
processor. Baseband processing is implemented on a PC and the block diagram is shown in
figure 5.1 below. The transmitted waveform generated by the convolution of a random PN
sequence and a linear chirp is stored in the PC's memory before being sent to the D-TA
2300. On the receive side, FFTs on both the received and transmitted sequences are done to
implement the auto-correlation function. The magnitude of the auto-correlation response is
used to display target range. The received auto-correlation responses are stored in a buffer
and FFT processing over successive pulses at each range bin is used to display the Doppler
information. Modifications to the kernel layer of the PC were required to ensure real time
processing. This important because any delay in the packet sequence of the received signal
will change the range processing from auto-correlation to cross-correlation.
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Figure 5.1: Block Diagram of Baseband Processor

5.2 Transmitted Spectrum
Figure 5.2 shows the spectrum of the transmitted waveform at the D-TA 2300 output as
obtained by the spectrum analyzer. The D-TA 2300 convert's computer packets representing
the transmitted waveform to an analog signal centered at 70MHz with 31.25MHz of
bandwidth. The tested spectrum coincides with the simulated spectrum shown infigure4.4.
The only difference is the simulated spectrum is at baseband with a bandwidth of
15.625MHz while the tested spectrum is centered at 70MHz with twice the base-bandwidth
of 31.25MHz. The 70MHz IF signal is used as input to the D-TA 3290 for IF to RF upconversion. The spectrum at the output of the D-TA 3290 is the same as that infigure5.1
except that it is centered at 1.472GHz. This spectrum is shown infigure5.2.
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Figure 5.4: D-TA 2300 (on right) and RF transceiver (on left)

Figure 5.5: Circular polarized antenna (on left) and Horn antenna (on right)
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Figure 5.4 shows the D-TA 2300 which is used to convert computer packets to an analog
signal centered at 70MHz and vice versa. It also shows the RF transceiver (on the left) which
is used to up-convert and down-convert signals from 70MHz to 1.5GHz and 1.5GHz to _
70MHz respectively. Figure 5.5 shows the horn antenna and the circular polarized antenna
used to transmit and receive signals respectively.

5.3 Resolution and Power Verification
The proposed waveform resolution is verified by detection of a rectangular metal object in an
office environment over various ranges for all three types of waveforms. The antenna used
for transmission is the H-1734 manufactured by BAE Systems. The H-1734 is a linear
polarized horn antenna with 8.65dB of bore sight gain at 1.5GHz. Figure 6.1 and 6.2 under
Appendix A show the antenna gain variation with target angle for the elevation and
horizontal planes respectively. The receiving antenna is the ASO-1658A which is a circular
polarized antenna with 2dB of bore sight gain at 1.5GHz [15]. Since the transmitting antenna
is linear polarized and the receiving antenna is cross-polarized, there is a 3dB loss in antenna
gain. This implies the antenna gain to be used in the range equation (1.10) is given by:
G = Gt + Gr — 6dB = 4.6SdB. The full system test is done in a closed stationery
environment and the transmit power can be observed from figure 5.3 to be -2.1dBm. Given
the above transmit power and antenna parameters used to conduct the experiment, the
expected maximum ranges for a single return with and without processing gain can be
calculated and the resulting values compared to the maximum range obtained from
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correlation. Let the minimum target cross-section (a) be l m 2 , kT0 = —174dBm/Hz and
minimum SNR per pulse - (—) = 6.02dB. Since there is no pulse integration, n = 1. The
\N/

i

Noise Bandwidth (Bn) and Noise Factor (Fn) are system parameters of the D-TA 3290 and
are given by 40MHz and 10 respectively. Maximum range without correlation gain is
obtained from equation 2.10 and is calculated as follows:

max

(47r)3*(3.981£-2l)*40£6*10*4

max

Maximum range with correlation gain is obtained from equation 2.14 and is calculated as
follows:
0.617?n*2.92 2 *1024*0.204 2

r^A

Rrnax = ,
max

^ ,

^

(47T) 3 *(3.981£-21)*40E6*10*4

^

_

r

.

„r

= > Rmax = 6 4 . 7 6 m .
max

Based on calculations, a waveform with pulse compression can achieve a maximum range of
about 5.6 times the maximum range of a waveform without pulse compression. Due to test
environment limitations, the maximum range the target was able to reach was 9.8m.
However, the maximum range which can be obtained from auto-correlation can be observed
in figure 5.6. Figure 5.6 shows no returns above 40m and this value can be viewed as the
maximum range the system is able to process. The observed Rmax of 40 is smaller than the
calculated 64.76m value and this could be due to a smaller cross-section at the maximum
range than the estimated l m 2 value. The observed Rmax is however greater than the
calculated Rmax for a transmission scheme without pulse compression (11.45m) thus
validating the premise that pulse compression can reduce the required transmitter power.
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Figures 5.6, 5.7 and 5.8 show range plots for the phase-coded-linear-FM waveform, phase
coded waveform and linear FM waveforms respectively. Table 5.1 shows normalized autocorrelation magnitudes of all three waveforms over various distances. Each figure shows
range returns for the target at two separate resolution bins where each resolution bin is 2.4m.
Given a 31.25MHz system bandwidth, the phase coded waveform is only able to achieve
9.8m of range resolution and this is observed by the superimposition of the range returns
shown in figure 5.5. The phase-coded-linear-FM signal is able to achieve the same range
resolution as the linear-FM waveform - 2.4m as shown in figure 5.6 and 5.8 respectively. In
this way, the range resolution advantage of frequency modulation is verified.
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Figure 5.6: Plot of Auto-correlation against range for phase-coded-linear-FM waveform
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Figure 5.7: Plot of Auto-correlation against range for phase-coded waveform

Figure 5.8: Plot of Auto-correlation against range for linear-FM waveform
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Phase-CodedLinear-FM
Distance (m)

2.4m

4.8m

7.2m

9.6m

0.884(t)

0.445

0.168

0.242(s)

0.892

0.518(t)

0.508

0.233

0.836

0.448

0.73(t)

0.443

0.731

0.463

0.907(t)

0.471

0.946

0.815

0.809

0.21(t)

0.955

0.739

0.663

0.135(t)

2.4m

4.8m

7.2m

9.6m

l(t)

0.821

0.673

0.337

0.99

0.987(t)

0.787

0.251

0.791

0.0398

0.545(t)

0.368

0.858

0.422

0.497(s)

0.263(t)

2.4m

4.8m

7.2m

9.6m

l(t)

0.803

0.474

0.168

1

0.819(t)

0.517

0.189

0.832

0.456(t)

0.243

0.313(s)

0.923

0.669

0.434(t)

0.23

0.95

0.706

0.464

0.199(t)

Linear-FM
Distance (m)

Phase-Code
Distance(m)

Table 5.1: Table of Normalized Auto-correlation values
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Table 5.1 shows the normalized auto-correlation values for all three types of waveforms at
various distances or range bins. Values in table 5.1 with (t) next to them imply the location of
the metal box target while values with (s) imply correlation side-lobes. Due to the high _
clutter nature of the environment, returns exist at each range bin and the metal box can only
be clearly visualized at certain range bins. For both the phase-modulated-linear-FM and
linear-FM signals, the metal box auto-correlation peak is clearly visualized within the 7.2m
resolution bin. The phase-coded waveform only shows an auto-correlation peak within the
4.8m resolution bin due to the 9.8m resolution property of the waveform.

5.4 Doppler Verification
5.4.1 Doppler Test Setting

The ability of the radar system to distinguish stationery from moving targets depends on the
Doppler shift moving targets cause. The moving target used in this experiment is a
Powermax fan with Aluminum blades. The fan has four blades and each blade has a radius of
0.1778m. The transmitted signal hits the rotating blades which are moving perpendicular to
the direction of the signal. Figure 5.9 shows the cross-section diagram of the Powermax fan
blades. The echo at the receiver is a signal shifted by a Doppler which is proportional to the
radial velocity of the fan blades. Since radial velocity is directly proportional to the distance
from the center of the fan, each portion of the blade adds a Doppler shift which depends on
its distance from the center of the fan. This problem is minimized by using fan blades with
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minimal cross-section around the center but increase as the fan edges are approached. Radial
velocity can be calculated with knowledge of the fan rpm as follows:
I arc = r9 =>

vr = ^

= r ^ = 2nr (rpm)/60

(5.0)

Where vr the radial velocity, r is the distance from the center to any point in the blade and
larc is the length of the arc made by any point on the blade as defined by its radius. Fan
speed is tested at two values of rpm - 1220 and 1517. From the above equation, the radial
velocity at the edge of the fan with radius of 0.1778m is calculated as follows:
Vr_min = 2n *

0.1778(1220)

22.715m
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vr_max = 2TT * °'17g10517) = 28.245m/s
The resulting Doppler frequencies are obtained from fd = vr * — and given a carrier
frequency of 1.472GHz, the minimum and maximum Doppler frequencies are calculated as
follows:
fdmin = 21.71 * i ^ = 111.46HZ
fd.max = 27.01 * i ^ ? = 138.59Hz
The calculated Doppler frequencies are as a result of velocities at the edge of the fan blades;
however, the maximum cross-section of the fan occurs at about half the length of the blades.
Since the cross-section is what dictates the strength of the echo, the most dominant Doppler
shift will occur at the point with the highest cross-section. This implies that the observable
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minimum and maximum Doppler shifts will be about half the calculated values or 55.728Hz
and 69.295Hz for 1220rpm and 1517rpm respectively.

Figure 5.9: Cross-Section of Powermax fan

5.4.2 Doppler Test Results

Serial Doppler processing is done by taking the FFT of correlated values over successive
echoes at each range bin. The magnitude of the complex correlated values gives an indication
of the target range while the phase of the complex correlated values gives an indication of the
Doppler shift. Correlation improves the carrier to noise ratio (CNR) of the return while
preserving the phase such that fewer pulses are required to obtain the desired Doppler carrier
to noise ratio. To improve the correlation gain, the pulse repetition interval was increased by
a factor of 7 yielding a pulse repetition frequency (PRF) of 2.18kHz. Due to real time
processing restrictions, the maximum FFT length is 256 yielding a Doppler resolution of
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8.5Hz. Figure 5.10 and 5.11 show the Doppler spectra at the fan range bin for rotating speeds
of 1220rpm and 1517rpm respectively.
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Figure 5.10: Doppler spectrum at target range bin for fan rotating at 1220rpm

Figure 5.10 shows frequency components at DC, 59.6Hz and 119.2Hz. The DC component is
as a result of the stationery clutter present at the same range bin as the fan. The components
at 59.6Hz and 119.2Hz correspond to Doppler shifts produced by the center and edge radial
velocities respectively. The calculated Doppler shift due to the center radial velocity is
55.728Hz implying a discrepancy of 3.872Hz. Since the FFT resolution is 8.5Hz, the
discrepancy falls within the FFT resolution bin. The calculated Doppler shift due to the edge
radial velocity is 111.46Hz implying a discrepancy of 7.74Hz.
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Figure 5.11: Doppler spectrum at target range bin for fan rotating at 1517rpm

Figure 5.11 shows frequency components at DC, 68.12Hz and 144.8Hz. The DC component
is again as a result of the stationery clutter while the components at 68.12Hz and 144.8Hz
correspond to Doppler shifts produced by the center and edge radial velocities respectively.
The calculated Doppler shift due to the center radial velocity is 69.295Hz implying a
discrepancy between measured and calculated values of 1.175Hz which falls within the FFT
resolution bin. The calculated Doppler shift due to the edge radial velocity is 138.59Hz
implying a discrepancy of 6.21 Hz.
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5.5 Tested Serial Vs Parallel Radar Processing
Experimental testing of the parallel process is done by multiplying the received sequence
from the rotating (fan) target with the transmitted sequence. Figure 5.12 shows both serial
and parallel processed Doppler spectra at the target range bin for the fan rotating at 1220rpm.
The serial Doppler spectrum is obtained by computing the FFT over 256 pulses while the
parallel Doppler spectrum is obtained by computing the FFT over 1024 pulses. Since 1024
pulses are utilized for the parallel process, the FFT length used to obtain the Doppler
spectrum is 1024 and the resulting frequency resolution is:
PRF

15 26/c

= —'•— = 14.9//z. For the parallel Doppler spectrum shown in figure 5.12, the
spectrum peak occurs at DC with a CNR of 33.19dB. The next predominant peak occurs at
119.2Hz with a CNR of 17.57dB. The observed edge Doppler shift coincides with that
obtained from serial processing and differs from the calculated Doppler shift of 111.46Hz by
7.74Hz. The CNR at DC as obtained by the serial process is 51.01dB while the CNRs at the
edge and center Doppler frequencies of the fan are 27.4dB and 38dB respectively as
observed from figure 5.12. Figure 5.13 shows both serial and parallel processed Doppler
spectra at the target range bin for the fan rotating at 1517rpm as obtained from 256 pulses for
the serial process and 1024 pulses for the parallel. For the parallel Doppler process, spectrum
peaks again occurs at DC and 149Hz with CNRs of 33.6dB and 25.03dB respectively as
observed in figure 5.13. The CNR at DC as obtained from the serial process is 51dB while
the CNRs at fan Doppler shifts of 68.12Hz and 144.8Hz are 38.39dB and 30.36dB
respectively as observed from figure 5.13.
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Figure 5.12: Serial and Parallel Doppler Spectrum of fan at 1220rpm
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Figure 5.13: Serial and Parallel Doppler Spectrum of fan at 1517rpm
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2000

Calculat
ed
Doppler
(Hz)

Tested
Tested
Serial
Parallel
Frequen Freque
ncy (Hz)
cy(Hz)

Simulat
ed

0

0

0

55.728

59.6

111.46

Simulat
ed
Parallel
CNR
(dB)

Simulate
dCNR
Improve
ment
(dB)

Tested

Tested
Parallel
CNR
(dB)

Tested
CNR
Improve
ment
(dB)

55

28

27

51.01

33.19

17.82

N/A

55

28

27

38

15.89

22.11

119.2

119.2

55

28

27

27.4

17.57

9.83

69.295

68.12

N/A

55

28

27

38.39

17.63

20.76

138.59

144.8

149

55

28

27

30.36

25.03

5.33

Serial
CNR
(dB)

Serial
CNR
(dB)

Table 5.2: Tested and Simulated Serial and Parallel carrier to noise ratios at different
frequencies

Table 5.2 shows the CNRs for both serial and parallel Doppler processes at all Doppler
frequencies as well as the CNR improvement ratio between these two processes.

5.6 Chapter Summary
This chapter describes the implementation of the baseband processor on a PC to ensure real
time processing. Based on the described implementation, the proposed waveform is
experimentally transmitted and received and the resulting auto-correlation response is
examined to verify range resolution and power optimization. Finally, the Doppler Spectrum
of a rotating fan at 1220rpm and 1517rpm is examined for both parallel and serial Doppler
processes with the highest serial to parallel improvement ratio of 20.76dB observed at
69.25Hz.
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Chapter 6
Discussion and Conclusion

6.1 Discussion
As shown in figure 5.6, the peak auto-correlation value for the phase-coded-linear-FM
waveform occurs at 7.2m and table 5.1 verifies this with a peak normalized auto-correlation
value of 0.907. Since targets at or below the smallest range bin (2.4m) are overshadowed by
the main beam interference, auto-correlation values at this range bin do not reflect the
presence of a target. From table 5.1, if the target is at 4.8m and the auto-correlation values at
the 2.4m range bin are ignored, a peak normalized auto-correlation value of 0.518 occurs at
4.8m. Based on the fact that the range bin with the peak auto-correlation value changes as the
target is moved across each range bin, it can be concluded that the phase-coded-linear-FM
signal has a resolution of 2.4m. From table 5.1, the peak auto-correlation value for the linearFM waveform occurs at 4.8m (ignoring values at 2.4m) with a peak normalized autocorrelation value of 0.987. From table 5.1, if the target is at 7.2m and the auto-correlation
values at the 2.4m range bin are ignored, a peak normalized auto-correlation value of 0.545
occurs at 7.2m. It can again be concluded that the linear-FM signal has a resolution of 2.4m
since the range bin with peak auto-correlation value changes as the target is moved across
each range bin. For the phase-coded waveform, the peak normalized auto-correlation value is
0.819 and it occurs when the target is 4.8m from the Radar. However, for subsequent pulses,
as the target distance from the radar is increased, the range bin with the peak normalized
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auto-correlation value remains at 4.8m as can be observed from table 5.1. This means that the
phase-modulated signal has a range resolution which is greater than 9.6m.
As calculated in Chapter 5;~the rotating fan generates Doppler shifts at 55.728Hz,
111.46Hz, 69.295 and 138.59 and serial Doppler processing yields Doppler shifts which
differ from the calculated values by 3.872Hz, 7.74Hz, 6.21 Hz and 1.175Hz respectively. The
maximum deviation is less than the FFT resolution bin of 8.5Hz implying an acceptable
accuracy for experimentally determined values. Finer accuracy could be achieved by
increasing the FFT length. Parallel processing only yields Doppler shifts at the edge
frequencies of 111.46Hz and 138.59 with discrepancies of 3.872Hz and 10.41Hz
respectively. The discrepancies are again within the 14.9Hz frequency resolution for parallel
Doppler processing thus the Doppler accuracy is acceptable. Better accuracy can again be
improved by increasing the FFT length and number of pulses required for processing. The
inability of parallel Doppler processing to detect Doppler shifts resulting from the center of
the fan blades is as a result of the number of processed pulses. Increasing the number of
pulses will increase the FFT length and consequently the CNR at the Doppler frequency.
Table 5.2 shows the difference in CNR at the Doppler frequencies as obtained by the serial
and parallel processes. For simulated values, CNR is independent of the Doppler frequency.
The serial process yields a simulated CNR of 55dB while the parallel process yields a
simulated CNR of 27dB. This implies an improvement of 28dB of the serial process over the
parallel for the same processing speed. Table 5.2 shows the tested CNR improvement ratios
for all Doppler frequencies. The tested serial CNR at DC is 4dB less than the simulated value
and 17dB more than the parallel CNR. The tested serial CNR at Doppler frequencies due to
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the center of the fan (55.73Hz and 19.296Hz) is 38dB which is about 17dB below the
simulated value and about 20dB above the tested parallel CNR. The 20dB improvement
factor between the serial and parallel process is reasonably close to the simulated 28dB value
and shows that serial processing yield a higher CNR than parallel processes for comparable
processing time. The difference between the simulated and tested CNR is because real
channel effects such as target cross-section, and actual antenna gain tend to increase the
signal attenuation. At edge Doppler frequencies of 111.46Hz and 138.59Hz, the parallel to
serial improvement factors are 9.83 and 5.33 respectively which are much lower than the
simulated 28dB value. However, the improvement factor still indicates that there is a
significant CNR benefit in using serial instead of parallel Doppler processing.

6.2 Conclusion
The main objective of this thesis was to come up with a Radar waveform which
requires low transmitter power, possesses fine range resolution and rejects ambiguous
targets. Another objective was also to examine the effect of parallel and serial Doppler
processing on the carrier to noise ratio. From Radar theory, it has been shown that minimum
transmitter power is obtained from continuous waveforms, however to achieve fine range
resolution, pulse compression is required. Chapter 2 of this thesis then examines frequency
and phase modulated waveforms as two types of compression schemes. The phase-modulated
waveform is theoretically shown to possess the ambiguous target rejection property while the
frequency modulated signal has the finer resolution of the two. By convolving the frequency
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and phase modulated signals, a new waveform is obtained which has the fine resolution of
the FM signal and ambiguous target rejection property of the PM signal. Simulations are then
carried out (based on the proposed waveform) to test the ability of the receiver processor to
detect the range of a target and its speed in the presence of clutter, path loss, multipath, target
cross-section and AWGN. Target range is obtained by Auto-Correlation and ambiguous
target rejection is done by Cross-Correlation. Figure 5.6 verifies the resolution property of
the proposed waveform while figure 3.4 verifies the cross-correlation property. Simulation
also shows a 28dB benefit in CNR of serial Doppler processing compared to parallel Doppler
processing for comparable processing times. Experimental evaluation of the proposed
waveform is done by using the D-TA 2300 and D-TA 3290 which are IF and RF processors
respectively. The power benefit obtained by the pulse compression waveform is expressed in
terms of the maximum achievable range with and without pulse compression. Given the
hardware restrictions, the calculated maximum range without pulse compression is 11.45m
while the calculated maximum range with pulse compression is 64.76. From tested results
shown in figure 5.6, a maximum range of 40m can be observed from the auto-correlation
plot. This implies that for the same maximum range, a system which does not utilize pulse
compression requires greater transmitter power than a system that does. For range resolution
testing, a rectangular metal object is placed at various range bins and the Auto-Correlation
responses of all 3 types of waveforms are obtained. Figure 5.6 to 5.8 show that the phasecoded-linear-FM signal has the same resolution as the linear FM signal - 2.4m while the
phase modulated signal has a range resolution greater than 9.6m. It was not possible to verify
ambiguous target rejection experimentally because for ambiguous targets to be detected, the
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maximum range has to be greater than the unambiguous range. This condition was not
fulfilled in this case because the transmitted power was too small to detect any target over the
unambiguous range^ Doppler processing is done with a rotating fan as the target. The
Doppler velocities are calculated for rotating speeds of 1220rpm and 1517rpm and compared
with those obtained from the received echo. Serial Doppler processing yields CNRs at the
processed Doppler shifts which are about 20dB higher than those obtained from parallel
Doppler processing as shown in table 5.2. This indicates that for comparable processing
times, serial Doppler processing is better than parallel Doppler processing as the obtained
CNR at the Doppler frequency is considerably higher. This thesis has thus shown by
experimental evaluation that pulse compression in the presence of a continuous waveform
requires low transmitter power and achieves high resolution. Pulse compression also allows
for high CNRs when processing for Doppler as auto-correlation is used for echo compression
and this increases the SNR of the return signal.
Contributions made in this thesis include the derivation, simulation and testing of a
new waveform which rejects ambiguous targets and possesses high resolution. The resolution
property was verified through testing but the ambiguous target rejection property was not
because of transmitter power restrictions. Another significant contribution is the utilization of
auto-correlation values to obtain the Doppler shift in serial Doppler processing and the
resulting CNR improvement over parallel Doppler processes.
Further work in this research can be carried out in the waveform design by increasing
the peak to side-lobe ratio of the auto-correlation response. This can be done by utilizing
poly-phase codes instead of PN sequences as they possess a better peak to side-lobe ratio.
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Side-lobe reduction in the linear FM signal can also be done by frequency weighting but at
the expense of lower range resolution. The demonstrated waveform in this thesis can thus be
improved by developing a coding scheme which has better cross-correlation and side-lobe
properties than PN sequences. Future work can also includes testing of the ambiguous target
rejection property of the waveform by utilizing more transmit power. Finally, the Doppler
test demonstrated in this research could be more definitive if the transmitted signal is focused
perpendicular to the edge of the fan blades such that a single Doppler frequency is obtained.
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Appendix A
Antenna Measurements
Figure 6.1: Elevation plane Gain measurement for the H-1734 antenna at 1.5GHz
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Figure 6.2: Azimuth plane Gain measurement for the H-1734 antenna at 1.5GHz
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